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Baden Powell (Scheduled Classes)
B P133

8:15-11:45 AM

Days: Th Fr

B P158

1:30-5 PM

Art
This merit badge concentrates on two-dimensional art, specifically drawing and painting
in various media, including an introduction to design applications in the fields of graphic
arts and industrial design, history and design principles, and how these fields relate to
fine art

1:30-4:45 PM

Camping
Camping is one of the best-known methods of the Scouting movement. When he founded
the Scouting movement in the early 1900s, Robert Baden-Powell encouraged every Scout
to learn the art of living out-of-doors. He believed a young person able to take care of
himself while camping would have the confidence to meet life's other challenges, too.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 3, 4b, 5e, 7ab, 8cd, 9abc

Days: Fr

B P100

Days: We Th

B P136

1:30-5 PM

Days: Mo Tu

B P101

8:15-11:30 AM

Days: Mo Tu

B P102

Archaeology
Archaeologists are detectives who study how people lived in the past. They figure out
what happened, when, how, and why. Using the clues that people left behind, they try to
understand how and why human culture has changed through time.
Minimum Age: 11

1:30-4:45 PM

Days: Mo Tu

Chemistry
Chemistry explores how substances react with each other, how they change, how certain
forces connect molecules, and how molecules are made are all parts of chemistry. Stretch
your imagination to envision molecules that cannot be seen - but can be proven to exist and you become a chemist.
Minimum Age: 11

Chess
Chess builds critical thinking, forward thinking, and proper sportsmanship in young
people.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 6

Citizenship in the Community
A nation is a patchwork of communities that differ from each other and may be governed
differently. But regardless of how local communities differ, they all have one point in
common: In the United States, local government means self-government. Good citizens
help to make decisions about their community through their elected local officials.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 3, 4, 5, 7, 8
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B P103

1:30-4:45 PM

Days: Mo Tu

B P104

1:30-5 PM

Days: Mo Tu

B P105

Coin Collecting
Coin collecting is one of the oldest of all hobbies. Hoards of ancient coins found in
excavations indicate that coins were one of the first collectibles. From earliest times,
people valued coins not only as a means of trading and storing wealth, but also as
miniature works of art.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 6, 7

8:15-11:30 AM

Communication
This clear and concise definition comes from the U.S. Department of Education:
"Communication focuses on how people use messages to generate meanings within and
across various contexts, cultures, channels, and media. The field of communication
promotes the effective and ethical practice of human communication."
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 3, 5, 7a, 8

Days: Mo Tu

B P155

8:15-11:45 AM

Days: Tu We Th Fr

B P132

Citizenship in the World
Scouts who earn the Citizenship in the World merit badge will discover that they are
already citizens of the world. How good a world citizen each person is depends on his
willingness to understand and appreciate the values, traditions, and concerns of people in
other countries.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 7; recommended for 13 and older

8:15-11:45 AM

Days: Mo

B P106

Citizenship in the Nation
As Scouts fulfill the requirements for this merit badge, they will learn how to become
active citizens are aware of and grateful for their liberties and rights, to participate in their
governments and protect their freedom, helping to defend their country and standing up
for individual rights on behalf of all its citizens.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 2, 3, 6, 8 & letter- for Nation

1:30-5 PM

Days: Tu We Th Fr

Cooking
The Cooking merit badge introduces principles of cooking that can be used both at home
or in the outdoors. Scouts who earn this badge will learn about food safety, nutritional
guidelines, meal planning, and methods of food preparation, and will review the variety of
culinary (or cooking) careers available.
Additional Fee: $10.00
Prerequisites: 4
$10 Additional Fee

Cooking
The Cooking merit badge introduces principles of cooking that can be used both at home
or in the outdoors. Scouts who earn this badge will learn about food safety, nutritional
guidelines, meal planning, and methods of food preparation, and will review the variety of
culinary (or cooking) careers available.
Additional Fee: $10.00
Minimum Age: 11
Maximum number of participants: 10
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B P108

8:15-11:30 AM

Emergency Preparedness
Scouts are often called upon to help because they know first aid and they know about the
discipline and planning needed to react to an emergency situation. Earning this merit
badge helps a Scout to be prepared by learning the actions that can be helpful and needed
before, during, and after an emergency.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 1, 6bc, 7, 8, 9

8:15-11:30 AM

Environmental Science
While earning the Environmental Science merit badge, Scouts will get a taste of what it is
like to be an environmental scientist, making observations and carrying out experiments
to investigate the natural world.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 3e, 3f, 5, 6

Days: We

B P109

Days: Mo Tu

B P110

8:15-11:30 AM

Family Life
The family is the basic unit of society and is important to both individuals and
communities. The world is rapidly changing, making today's society much more complex
than ever before. As Scouts earn this merit badge, they will realize why it is important to
know more about family life and how to strengthen their families.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 3, 4, 5, 6b

8:15-11:45 AM

Fingerprinting
In earning the Fingerprinting merit badge, Scouts will learn about and use an important
technique that is used by law enforcement officers, along with other materials like
matching dental records and DNA sampling, to help identify amnesia victims, missing
persons, abducted children, and others.
Minimum Age: 11

1:30-5 PM

Fingerprinting
In earning the Fingerprinting merit badge, Scouts will learn about and use an important
technique that is used by law enforcement officers, along with other materials like
matching dental records and DNA sampling, to help identify amnesia victims, missing
persons, abducted children, and others.
Minimum Age: 11

8:15-3 PM

First Aid
First aid - caring for injured or ill persons until they can receive professional medical care
- is an important skill for every Scout. With some knowledge of first aid, a Scout can
provide immediate care and help to someone who is hurt or who becomes ill. First aid can
help prevent infection and serious loss of blood. It could even save a limb or a life.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 2d
NOTE: Both the morning and afternoon session must be selected to receive the full
instruction

8:15-11:45 AM

Fish and Wildlife Management
Wildlife management is the science and art of managing the wildlife - both animals and
fish - with which we share our planet. Maintaining the proper balance and the dynamics
that go with it requires humankind's attention. We use this stewardship tool to help
minimize or eradicate the possibility of extinction of any given species. We want our

Days: We

B P147

Days: Fr

B P147

Days: Fr

B P111

Days: We

B P156

Days: Su Th Fr Sa
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descendants to have the opportunity to experience the same animal diversity that we now
enjoy.
B P156

8:15-11:45 AM

Days: Th Fr

B P112

8:15-11:30 AM

Days: We Th

B P151

1:30-5 PM

Days: Th Fr

B P141

8:15-11:45 AM

Days: Mo Tu We

B P134

8:15-11:45 AM

Days: Th Fr

B P146

8:15-11:45 AM

Days: Tu We

Fish and Wildlife Management
Wildlife management is the science and art of managing the wildlife - both animals and
fish - with which we share our planet. Maintaining the proper balance and the dynamics
that go with it requires humankind's attention. We use this stewardship tool to help
minimize or eradicate the possibility of extinction of any given species. We want our
descendants to have the opportunity to experience the same animal diversity that we now
enjoy.

Game Design
Game Design Merit Badge.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 5

Indian Lore
Far different from the stereotypes or common images that are portrayed on film, on
television, and in many books and stories, American Indians have many different cultures,
languages, religions, styles of dress, and ways of life. To learn about these different
groups is to take an exciting journey of discovery in which you will meet some of
America's most fascinating peoples.
Minimum Age: 11

Leatherwork
Scouts who complete the requirements to earn the Leatherwork merit badge will explore
leather's history and its endless uses. They will learn to make a useful leather item using
the same types of raw materials that our ancestors used; be challenged to master skills
like hand-stitching, lacing, and braiding.; and learn how to preserve and protect leather
items so they will last a lifetime and beyond.
Additional Fee: $10.00
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 4
Additional Fee

Mammal Study
A mammal may weigh as little as 1/12 ounce, as do some shrews, or as much as 150
tons, like the blue whale. It may spring, waddle, swim, or even fly. But if it has milk for its
young, has hair of some kind, is relatively intelligent, and has warm blood, then it is a
mammal.
Minimum Age: 11

Moviemaking
Moviemaking includes the fundamentals of producing motion pictures, including the use
of effective light, accurate focus, careful composition (or arrangement), and appropriate
camera movement to tell stories. In earning the badge, Scouts will also learn to develop a
story and describe other pre- and post-production processes necessary for making a
quality motion picture.
Additional Fee: $10.00
Minimum Age: 11
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B P131

1:30-5 PM

Days: We Th

B P114

1:30-4:45 PM

Days: Mo Tu We

B P116

Personal Fitness
Personal fitness is an individual effort and desire to be the best one can be. Regardless of
their current levels of personal fitness, in the twelve weeks it will take Scouts to complete
the athletic requirements for this merit badge, they will be in better shape, feel better
about themselves, have more energy, and gain self-confidence in their overall abilities.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 1ab, 6, 7, 8

1:30-4:45 PM

Personal Management
Personal management is about mapping a plan for your life that will involve setting shortrange and long-range goals and investigating different ways to reach those goals.
Education, training, and experience all help make your goals become a reality. To achieve
your goals, you will choose the best path and make a commitment to it, while remaining
flexible enough to deal with changes and new opportunities.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 1abc, 2, 8abcd, 10

Days: Mo Tu

B P120

8:15-11:45 AM

Pulp and Paper
Here's an astonishing number to digest. Each person in the United States uses about 700
pounds of paper each year. Paper is everywhere in our lives. Every year in the United
States, more than 2 billion individual books, 24 billion newspapers, and 350 million
magazines are published on paper.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 7

1:30-4:45 PM

Radio
Radio is a way to send information, or communications, from one place to another.
Broadcasting includes both one-way radio (a person hears the information but can't reply)
as well as two-way radio (where the same person can both receive and send messages).
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 7, 9

Days: Mo

B P121

Days: Mo Tu

B P122

Days: We

Orienteering
Orienteering, the use of map and compass to find locations and plan a journey, has been
a vital skill for humans for thousands of years. Orienteering is also a recognized sport at
the Olympic Games, and thousands of people participate in the sport each year in local
clubs and competitions.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: None

8:15-11:30 AM

Days: Th

B P117

Oceanography
The oceans cover more than 70 percent of our planet and are the dominant feature of
Earth. Wherever you live, the oceans influence the weather, the soil, the air, and the
geography of your community. To study the oceans is to study Earth itself.
Minimum Age: 11

8:15-11:30 AM

Railroading
By earning this badge, Scouts can learn about the history of railroading, its place in
modern society, careers in railroading, and hobbies related to railroading.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 8
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B P154

1:30-5 PM

Days: We Th

B P145

8:15-11:45 AM

Days: Th Fr

B P150

Totin' Chip
This certification grants a Scout the right to carry and use woods tools. The Scout must
show his Scout leader, or someone designated by his leader, that he understands his
responsibility that comes with using a knife, saw, & ax

8:15-11:45 AM

Weather
Meteorology is the study of Earth's atmosphere and its weather and the ways in which
temperature, wind, and moisture act together in the environment. In addition to learning
how everyday weather is predicted, Scouts can learn about extreme weather such as
thunderstorms, tornadoes, and hurricanes, and how to stay safe.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 8, 9

Days: Th Fr

B P128

Soil and Water Conservation
Conservation isn't just the responsibility of soil and plant scientists, hydrologists, wildlife
managers, landowners, and the forest or mine owner alone. It is the duty of every person
to learn more about the natural resources on which our lives depend so that we can help
make sure that these resources are used intelligently and cared for properly.
Minimum Age: 11

1:30-5 PM

Days: Fr

B P128

Signs, Signals, and Codes
American Sign Language (ASL) is the third most used language in the United States. The
Signs, Signals, and Codes merit badge will cover Morse code, ASL, Braille, signaling, trail
markings, and other nonverbal communications. Did you know that some of these have
even saved people's lives'
Minimum Age: 11

1:30-5 PM

Days: Su Th Fr Sa

Weather
Meteorology is the study of Earth's atmosphere and its weather and the ways in which
temperature, wind, and moisture act together in the environment. In addition to learning
how everyday weather is predicted, Scouts can learn about extreme weather such as
thunderstorms, tornadoes, and hurricanes, and how to stay safe.
Minimum Age: 11
Prerequisites: 8, 9
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